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MULTIPLIERS OF SOME BANACH 
IDEALS AND WIENER-DITKIN SETS 
A . T U R A N GURKANLI 
(Communicated by Miloslav Duchori) 
ABSTRACT. Let LW(G) be a Beurling (convolution) algebra on a locally com-
pact abelian group G. A Banach algebra (SW(G), IHIs^) continuously embedded 
into LW(G) (we may assume for its norm tha t || • ||x w < \\ • \\s ) is called a Segal 
algebra for LW(G) if it is dense subalgebra of LW(G), t ranslation invariant, sat-
isfying \\Laf\\Sw < w(a)\\f\\Sw for all / <E SW(G), a E G , and tha t y .-> Lyf is 
continuous from G into Sw (G). The aim of this paper is to study the properties 
of Sw (G). In the second section we characterize the multipliers from Lw (G) to 
Sw (G). We also discuss the tensor product factorization Sw (G) ®V = V, where 
V is a Banach LW(G)-module. In the third section some applications are given. 
In section four we discuss the Wiener-Ditkin sets of SW(G) and show tha t they 
are the same as those of Lw (G). 
1. Introduction 
Throughout the paper G denotes a locally compact Abelian group (non-
compact and non-discrete) with dual group G and Haar measures dx and dx 
respectively. CC(G) denotes the space of all continuous, complex-valued func-
tions on G with compact support and by (LP(G), \\ • \\p), 1 < p < oo, the usual 
Lebesgue space. Also CQ(G) denotes the algebra of continuous complex-valued 
functions on G that vanish at infinity and M(G) the space of bounded regu-
lar Borel measures on G. A strictly positive, continuous function w satisfying 
w(x) > 1 and w(x + y) < w(x) • w(y) for all x, y G G will be called a Beurling's 
weight function on G. For 1 < p < oo we set 
LpJG) : = { / : / € LP(G), / • w e LP(G)} . (1.1) 
Under the norm ||/||Pjli. = | | /w| |p
 t r i i s i s a Banach space. We say that w1 < w2 
if and only if there exists a constant c > 0 such that wx(x) < cw2(x) for all 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 43A15. 
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x G G. It is known that LW2(G) C LW(G) if and only if w1 < w2. Lastly we 
recall that a weight w satisfies the Beurling-Domar condition ([4]) if 
(BD) Yl n~2 ' log(w(nx)) < oo for all x G G. 
n>1 
An algebra A(X) of complex-valued continuous functions over a locally com-
pact Hausdorff space X is called a standard algebra if it has the following prop-
erties: 
(i) If / G A(X) and f(a) ^ 0 at a point a G X, then there is a g G -4(-Y) 
such that p(x) = jhs. for all x in some neighbourhood of a. 
(ii) For any closed set E C X and any point a € X — E there is / G -4(A") 
vanishing on 27 and such that f(a) / 0. 
For any ideal I in A(X) the set of points of X where all functions in I 
vanish is called the cospectrum of L, denoted by cosp i . We shall use the known 
fact that any ideal with cosp/ = 0 contains A(X) fl CC(X), i.e. all functions in 
A(X) with compact support ([18; 1.4.(ii)]). 
If, in addition to (i) and (ii), A(X) D CC(X) is dense in A(X), then A(X) 
will be called a Wiener algebra. 
Ii V and W are Banach LW(G) -modules, then HomA(V, W) will denote the 
Banach space of all continuous A -module homomorphisms from V to IV with 
the operator norm. The elements of Hom^(V, W) are called multipliers from V 
to IV. 
Furthermore we denote the projective tensor product of V and IV as Banach 
space by V ®7 IV. Let K be the closed linear subspace of V ®7 IV spanned by 
elements of the form ( / • g) ®h- g®(f • h), / G LW(G), g G V and h G IV. By 
definition, the LW(G)-module tensor product V 0^ W is the quotient Banach 
space V ® IV/ivT ([17]). It is known that any t G V ®Li^ W can be written in 
the form 
oo oo 
t=529k®hk, 9keV, hkeW, where J ] H g J H M < oo. (1.2) 
k=l k=l 
Whenever we talk about LW(G)-modules in this paper we mean Banach 
LW(G)-modules with respect to convolution. 
2. Mult ipl iers from Llw(G) t o SW(G) 
It is known that LW(G) is a closed ideal in M(w) and the space of multipliers 
of LW(G) is homeomorphic to the space M(w), where 
M(w) = {/*: lie M(G), fw d|/x| < oo} . (2.1) 
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C i g 1 e r gives a generalization of Segal algebra in [2] as follows: 
Let Sw = SW(G) be a subalgebra in LW(G) satisfying the following condi-
tions: 
51) Sw is dense in Lw(G). 
52) Sw is a Banach algebra under some norm \\ - \\s and invariant under 
translations. 
5 3 ) WLaf\\sw <
 w(a)\\f\\sw
 f o r all a G G and for each feSw. 
54) Given any / G Sw and e > 0, there is a neighbourhood U of the unit 
element e of G such that \\Lyf — f\\s < e for all y G U. 
55) | |/ | |1)W < \\f\\Sv> f o r a l l / G 5 w . 
P R O P O S I T I O N 2 . 1 . If n e M(w) and f e SW(G), then n* f in SW(G) and 
11/* * / I k < I IML • H / l k where IIMIL = / w <-M • 
P r o o f . Since y i-> L f is a continuous function from G into SW(G) for 
/ G Sw(G) and li is a bounded Borel measure, then L f G L^(G,/i) is in 
L^ (G), the space of integrable functions with values in SW(G). Hence the 
vector integral JL f d/j,(y) exists as in SW(G) and 
f Lyfdv(y)\ < [ \\Lyf\\Sw d\v\(y) 
J 115... J j2>2) 
5^(1/ ) d N ( » ) = 
- / 
/ 
By the technique of proof used in [19; p. 20, Proposition 2], we show that 
Lyfdv(y) = fi*f- (2.3) 
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
\\»*f\\sw<ML-Wf\\sw- (2.4) 
• 
PROPOSITION 2.2. SW(G) is an essential Banach ideal in Lw(G). 
P r o o f . We know that SW(G) is a dense Banach ideal in Lw(G) by as-
sumption (SI) and Proposition 2.L Now let / G SW(G) and e > 0 be given. By 
the definition of SW(G) there is a neighbourhood U of the unit element e of G 
such that 
HV-/lk<£ (2-5) 
for all y G U. Let ( e Q ) Q £ / be a non-negative bounded approximate iden-
tity in Llw(G) satisfying | |eQ | |1 = 1 and suppeQ C U for all a G / , [22]. 
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Then there exists a0 G I such that 
H e a * / - / I . 5 „ = / ea(y){Lyf-f} dj/|| < j ea(y)\\Lyf - f\\Sw < e (2.6) 
for all a > cY0. Hence SW(G) is an essential Banach ideal in LW(G) by [5; 
15.3. Corollary]. • 
PROPOSITION 2.3 . Suppose that w satisfies (BD). Then LW(G) has a bounded 
approximate identity (ea)aeI whose Fourier transforms have compact support 
and ea G SW(G) for all a e I. 
P r o o f . It is known that the Fourier transform of the functions in LW(G) 
form an algebra of continuous complex-valued functions with the ordinary multi-
plication (pointwise) algebraic operations. We denote it by F(Llw(G)) — FW(G) 
and carry the L^-norm over to FW(G) by putting 
f^Fw(G). (2.7) F^ ~ WJ Nl,u> ' 
We denote by F0 w the set of all / G LW(G) such that / G FW(G) has compact 
support. Since w satisfies (BD), then FW(G) is a Wiener algebra ([18]). We 
denote by F(SW(G)) the image of SW(G) under the Fourier transform. Since 
SW(G) is dense in LW(G), then it is easily proved that cosp(F(SW(G))) = 0. 
Hence, by the properties [18; p. 20, 1.4.ii], we have the inclusion F0 w C SW(G). 
Also since w satisfies (BD), then LW(G) admits abounded approximate identity 
( e Q ) Q e / such that ea G FQ^W for all a G i" ([6; Lemma 4.1]). • 
One can also prove Proposition 2.3 with another way using [8; Proposi-
tion 1.1]. 
Next we denote by Ms the space of /i G M(w) such that | | / i | |M < C(/i) , 
where 
N I M = S U P { M ^ - : feLl(G), fjtO, f e CC(G)} . (2.8) 
By the Proposition 2.1 we have Ms ^ {0}. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If w satisfies (BD). then for a linear operator 
T: LW(G) —•> SW(G) the following are equivalent: 
(1) TeM(Lw(G),Sw(G)) (the space of multipliers from LW(G) to SW(G)). 
(2) There exists a unique \i G Ms such that 
Tf = n*f for every f£Lw(G). 
Moreover the correspondence between T and fi defines an isomorphism between 
M(Ll(G),Sw(G)) andMSm. 
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P r o o f . Suppose \x G Ms such that Txf = /i * / for every / G LW(G). 
ji G Ms implies that Tx is a bounded linear operator from F 0 w (which is a 
dense subspace of LW(G) endowed with the norm || • ||x w) into (Sw, \\ • \\s ) . 
Using a standard approximation argument Tx extends to a unique bounded 
linear operator T on all of LW(G). Clearly T still commutes with convolutions 
and maps LW(G) into SW(G). 
Conversely suppose T G M(LW(G),SWG)). Then according to [12] there 
exists a unique ji G M(w) such that Tf = /i* f for all / G LW(G). Since 
IIT/lk = ll^*/lk<C|l/lli lU ,» (2-9) 
it is obvious that lx G Ms . The proof also shows that the norm || • | |M and the 
operator norm || • || are equivalent. • 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let V be a £^((2)-Banach convolution module. We write 
SW(G) ® V for the space of all t G V for which there are sequences 
oo oo 
{9k}f=1cSJG), {hk}^=1cV mtht= £ < ? f c * l i , a n d Z \\gk\\s„-\\hk\\v<oo. 
k=l k=l 
It follows immediately from [20; Theorem 6] that SW(G) 0 V is a Banach 
space with the norm 
f oo 
lllllll = inf E\\9k\\sw-WK\\v-- W f c L i C S J G ) , {hk}?=1cV, 
U = 1







Also it is easy to see that \\t\\v < \\\t\\\ . 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let V be a LW(G) -convolution Banach module. Then 
Sw{G)®LlV^Sw{G)®V. 
The isomorphism being an isometric one. 
P r o o f . Consider the mapping B from the projective tensor product 
SJG) ®7 V to SW(G) ® V determined by B(f 0 g) = f * a, / G SW(G) 
and a G V. It is easy to see that B is surjective. Also B is an isomorphism 
being isometric by the arguments used in the proof of [17; Theorem 3.3]. • 
THEOREM 2.7. For an Lw -convolution Banach module V the following are 
equivalent: 
1) SW{G)®V = V. 
2) HomLi (SW{G),V*) = V* in the sense of a topological isomorphism. 
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P r o o f . If SW(G)®V = V, then it is easy to see that SW(G)®V ^ V, 
using the closed graph theorem. Hence 
{SJG)®Vy = V*. (2.11) 
Then we have 
BomL JSW(G),V*) = (Sw(G)®Vy = V* (2.12) 
by [17; Theorem 1.4]. 
Conversely suppose HomL l (SW(G),V*) = V*. 
Then for a: V* -> Hom L i (SJG), V*), 
(v,a(v*)(g)) = (g*v,v*), veV, v* e V*, g G SJG), (2.13) 
is a surjective topological isomorphism. Define the function f3 o a: V* -» 
( ^ ( G ) ® V)*, where /?: HomL^ ( S J G ) , V*) -» ( S J G ) ® V)* is defined as in 
[17]. Since a and /? are surjective also /? o cY will be surjective. The proof that 
i* = f3 o a proceeds then as for [15; Theorem 2], where i: SW(G) ®_ V —>• V is 
the identity map and i* is the usual adjoint of i. Hence i is also surjective and 
in this case we have S (G) ® V = V. • 
3. Applications 
1) Let Hj, CJ be weight functions on G and G respectively. For 1 < p < oc we 
set 
^,u,(G) = {/: / e ^ ( G ) , feL*(G)} 
and 
+ II/IU- (3-1) 
These spaces were introduced by F e i c h t i n g e r - G i i r k a n l i in [6]. Another 
generalization has been given by F i s c h e r - G i i r k a n l i - L i u in [10], [11], 
where it is proved that (AWIJ(G), || • H^^) is a Banach algebra with respect 
to convolution. It is also proved that if the first weight w satisfies (BD), then 
Aw U(G) is a dense Banach ideal in LW(G) having an approximate identity 
bounded in the norm of LW(G) with compactly supported Fourier transforms. 
Furthermore for given any / G Aw ^(G), the function a i-> Laf is continuous. 
Finally ||/||1>t0 < ||/||S, iW and 
11^/11^ = \\Laf\\i,w + I 0 I U < ^HII/lli , . + ll/llp,. < w(a)\\f\\l^ . (3.2) 
Therefore if w satisfies (BD), then Aw (G) is a SW(G) space. Applying the 
Proposition 2.4 to the space Aw ^(G) one obtains that the space of multipliers 
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from Lw(G) to Aw JG) (briefly M(L
l
w(G),AwJG))) is homeomorphic to 
MA, where A = AwJG). 
We denote by Bw(G) the space of all the measures \i in M(w) such that 
the Fourier-Stieltjes transform fi of [i belongs to L^(G). It is easily seen that 
BW(G) is a Banach space with the norm 
IHIBtB = N L + IIAIU- (3-3) 
Indeed, it is proved in [1] that BW(G) = MA(G) is a Banach space for w = 1 
and u = 1, with the norm 
N I B . = N L + H A I U , (3-4) 
where ||l/|| denotes the usual total variation norm of [i G M(G). Also ||/i|| < 
M L and \\fi\\p < ||AIIP,W for all /x G B J G ) . Now let {/in}~ 1 be a Cauchy 
sequence in BW(G). Then {lin}n
<L1 and {lin}n
<^1 are Cauchy sequences in M(w) 
and in L^(G) respectively. Since M(w) and L^(G) are Banach spaces, then 
{lxn}n
<^1 converges to a measure \i G M(w) and {lin}n
<5L1 converges to a function 
/i G L^(G). Hence {l/n}n
<Li converges to // in M(G) and {/in}n
<L1 converges 
to h in LP(G). Then using (3.4) we write /} = h as in [1]. This completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. If w satisfies (BD). then BW(G) = MA(G) and the corre­
sponding natural norms are equivalent. 
P r o o f . Suppose /i G BW(G) and / G Lw(G), / ^ 0. Then we write 
llM * /IIS,,W = ll/i * /Hi,. + l l / W I U = llli * f\\hw + IIA • / I U • (3.5) 
By the technique of proof used in Proposition 2.1, we see that 
I I A * * / I U < I H L - I I / I U - (3-6) 
It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
II/-*/IIS,,W = I I M * / I U + I I / W I U 
<II/-IL-II/IU + IIAIU-
l l , i u ~^~ l l ^ l l p , ^ ' 11/ 1 1 1 , . 




Hence we have 
l l , i y 
This implies that ji G MA and ||A*||A_T — H^HBU 
" W l 1 - ^ < IИIв. • (3-8) 
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Conversely suppose \i E MA. Since w satisfies (BD), the space AwuJ(G) 
admits an approximate identity (ea) C F0^, bounded in Lw(G) ([6]). Also 
since | | / I | |M A < oo, then \x E M(w) and 
llM * eaIIS,,u, ^ M M '
 SUP Ki l l , * = KM (3-9) 
for every a e I. This implies 
I I A - e J U < | | M * e J | ^ < K ( M ) (3.10) 
for all a £ I. The reflexivity of L^(G) and the Banach-Alaoglu theorem imply 
that there exists a subnet (ft • e^) of (ft • ea) and g E L^(G) such that (/} • e^) 
converges weakly to g. Since (ft • e^) converges uniformly to ft on compact 
subsets of G it is easy to see that fi = g almost everywhere. Thus fi E L^(G). 




Hence we have Bw(G) = MA(G). • 
2) Let 5'(G) be a solid ordinary Segal algebra, i.e. assume that \f(x)\ < \g(x)\ 
a.e. for g E 5(G), / E LX(G) (or just measurable) implies / E S(G) and 
ll/lls < \\g\\s- Define a set 
5-(G) = {/GLi,(G): / - ^ S ( G ) } . (3.12) 
It is easy to see that (SW(G), \\ • \\s™)
 ls a normed space with the natural norm 
\\f\\s- = Wf-M\s- (3-13) 
PROPOS IT ION 3 . 2 . 
a) (SW(G), || • \\Sw) is a Banach convolution algebra. 
b) SW(G) is dense in Llw(G). 
P r o o f . 
a) It is easy to prove that SW(G) is a Banach space. Now let / , g E SW(G) 
be given. We write 
IK/ * g)w\\s < f \\f(t) • g(x - t)w(x)\\s dt 
(3.14) 
< J \\g(u) • w(u)\\s • \w(t)f(t)\ dt = \\gw\\s • \\f\\i<V), 
where x — t = u. Hence we have 
11/ * 9\\s~ < ll/lli,* • IMIi,,, + I M U • ll/lli,*, = ll/lli,*, • IMI5- < II/II5- • II5II5- • 
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This completes the proof of a). 
b) Let e > 0 and any / G Lw(G) be given. Since fw G L
l(G) and S(G) is 
dense in L 1 ( G ) , there exists g G S(G) such that 
H/to-sHi <e. 
Hence 
Also we have 
/ -
9_ 
w l , гч ( 




= | | / w - 3 l l i < £ - (З.lř 
That means g G SW(G). This completes the proof. • 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If w satisfies (BD). then to every compact subset K C G 
there is a constant Ck > 0 such that, for every f G S
W(G) whose Fourier 
transformation vanishes outside of K. it holds that Wf\\sw < C^ • \\f\\1 . 
P r o o f . Due to (BD), for any such K C G there is g G S™(G) with 
g(x) = 1 for all x G if. Hence / * g G ^ ( G ) and 
ll/*gll< < 1,W \\9\\< (3.16) 
for all / G SW(G) satisfying supp / C K by the proof of Proposition 3.2. If we 
set Ck = \\g\\Su we obtain the desired estimate 
. = \\f*g\\s-<CK l.w ' (3.17) 
D 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If w satisfies (BD), then for any f G SW(G) the map 
y i-> L f is continuous from G into SW(G). 
P r o o f . For g G F0 w, supp (Lg — g)
A is compact and y H-> L O is conti­
nuous from G into SW(G) by Proposition 3.3. Since w satisfies (BD), F0 w is 
dense in LW(G) and statement is true for any / G S
W(G). 
In summary we have shown: If w satisfies (BD), then SW(G) is a SW(G) 
space. • 
E X A M P L E S . Let G be a non-discrete and non-compact locally compact abelian 
group and w be Beurling's function weight on G. 
1) Choose Ll(G) D LP(G), 1 < p < oo, as a solid Segal algebra with norm 
11/11 = 11/1,1 + 11/11-, fsL1(G)nL"(G). (3.18) 
One can define SW(G) using this Segal algebra. 
2) Take the Wiener amalgam space W(Lp(G), L1 (G)). It is known that 
TV(Lp(G), L1 (G)) is a solid Segal algebra by [9; Corollary 1]. So one can define 
the space SW(G) using this Segal algebra. 
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4. Wiener-Ditkin sets for SW{G)-spaces 
In this section we will discuss the Wiener-Ditkin sets for SW(G) -spaces. In 
the spirit of [18] we call a closed subset E C G a Wiener-Ditkin set for SW(G) 
if each / G SW(G) such that / vanishes on E can be approximated in SW(G) 
with functions / * F such that F vanishes in some neighbourhood on E. 
THEOREM 4.1. A set E C G is a Wiener-Ditkin set for SW(G) if and only if 
E is a Wiener-Ditkin set for LW(G). 
P r o o f . 
1) Assume that E is a Wiener-Ditkin set for SW(G). Let / G LW(G) be 
such that / vanishes on E and (ea)aeI be a bounded approximate identity in 
Llw(G). Also let £ > 0 be given. Then there exists a1 G I such that 
l l / - /*e t t l l l i , „<f • (4-1) 
Since SW(G) is an ideal in LW{G), then / * e Q i € SW(G). Clearly ( /*e Q J
A = 0 
on E. Hence we can find F1 G SW(G) such that Fx vanishes on a neighbourhood 
of E and 
l l / * e Q i - F 1 * ( / * e Q i ) | | S u ] < | . (4.2) 
We set F = Fx*ea . Then F = Fl-ea and thus F vanishes on a neighbourhood 
of E. Since || • \\lw < || - ||5u>, from (4.1) and (4.2) we have 
11/ - / * F\\hw = \\f-f*eai + f*eai-F* f\\hw 
< 11/ - / * eai\\hw + | |/ * eQi - F, * (/ * ea i)| | l i10 (4.3) 
- 2 ^ 2 
This completes the proof of first part. 
2) Assume that E C G is a Wiener- Ditkin set for LW(G). Let / G SW(G) 
with / vanishing on E C G. Since SW(G) is an essential Banach module over 
Ljy (G), then for any given e > 0 there exists a 0 £ l such that 
H / - / * e J k < § . (4-4) 
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Take F — e * F, . Then F = e„ • F, and therefore F vanishes on a neigh-
Qo 1 a o 1 ° 
bourhood of E. Finally 
\\f-f*F\\sw<\\f-f*eJ\Sw + \\f*eao-f*F\\Sw 
= \\f—f*e He + II f * e — f * F, * e IL / . ~x 
II-7 «! a o " S i u M,/ «o ^ 1 aoMSto (4.6) 
£ i + «e-l|-5iriir = e-
This completes the proof. • 
Remark 4 .2. Let a be a positive number (or zero) and consider the Beurling's 
weight function 
w(x) = (1 + 1*1)*, x,yeRn. (4.7) 
We denote the corresponding weighted space by Lw(R
n) = La(R
n) and the 
norm by || • ||x w = || • \\x a. It is known that the closed subgroup of R
n are 
Wiener-Ditkin sets for La(M
n) (0 < a < 1), [21]. Take the space A^^G) 
from Section 3. Since w satisfies (BD), then any closed subgroup of Rn is a 
Wiener-Ditkin sets for this space. 
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